
Prostate Cancer Foundation BC is proud to present our 2nd annual Pars for

Prostate Golf Tournament at Westwood Plateau.  

Prostate cancer is the third leading cause of cancer death in Canadian men,

and one in eight men in Canada will be diagnosed with prostate cancer in

their lifetime. Since 1997, Prostate Cancer Foundation BC has provided men

with prostate cancer and their families access to resources and support, while

raising awareness about the disease. And through signature fundraising events

like this silent auction, we have had the opportunity to contribute over two

million dollars to prostate cancer research and support programs across the

country. We strive to make a difference in the lives of the thousands of men

affected by prostate cancer in Canada, but we need your help!

Prostate Cancer Support Canada aims to bring together prostate cancer

support groups nationwide, providing them with a home to share and access

resources to keep their local groups strong, and ensure that support for

prostate cancer patients is accessible no matter where in Canada an

individual lives. We have also created national resources including three 

 support groups, Partners in Prostate, Active Surveillance, and Coast to Coast,

all while maintaining our grassroots approach and small 4 person staff.   

Dear Supporters, Donors and Friends of PCFBC,
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This event is being held in September which is prostate cancer awareness

month.  We hope that you will consider donating an item or gift certificate to

help us continue to support all of the men affected by the most prevalent

cancer in Canada. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Nicole Sirockman
nicole@prostatecancerbc.ca

(604) 574-8000

www.parsforprostate.ca

Registered Charity 871057840RR0001

http://prostatecancersupport.ca/
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PCFBC Pars for Prostate Prize Donation Form

Description of Item  

**on items with expiration dates please ensure they are valid until at least September 22, 2024
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Please return the completed form by mail or email. 

nicole@prostatecancerbc.ca

604-574-8000

Prostate Cancer Foundation BC
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Surrey, BC
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